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As the DIY movement continues to gain momentum,
it's no wonder home cheesemaking is the next hot
topic. And from cheesemaking authority and teacher
Louella Hill comes an education so timely and
inspiring that every cheese lover and cheesemonger,
from novice to professional, will have something to
learn. Kitchen Creamery starts with the basics (think
yogurt, ricotta, and mascarpone) before graduating
into more complex varieties such as Asiago and
Pecorino. With dozens of recipes, styles, and
techniques, each page is overflowing with essential
knowledge for perfecting the ins and outs of the
fascinating process that transforms fresh milk into
delicious cheese.
Including more than 35 step-by-step recipes from the
Black Sheep School of Cheesemaking Most DIY
cheesemaking books are hard to follow,
complicated, and confusing, and call for the use of
packaged freeze-dried cultures, chemical additives,
and expensive cheesemaking equipment. For
though bread baking has its sourdough, brewing its
lambic ales, and pickling its wild fermentation,
standard Western cheesemaking practice today is
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decidedly unnatural. In The Art of Natural
Cheesemaking, David Asher practices and preaches
a traditional, but increasingly countercultural, way of
making cheese—one that is natural and intuitive,
grounded in ecological principles and biological
science. This book encourages home and smallscale commercial cheesemakers to take a different
approach by showing them: • How to source good
milk, including raw milk; • How to keep their own
bacterial starter cultures and fungal ripening
cultures; • How make their own rennet—and how to
make good cheese without it; • How to avoid the use
of plastic equipment and chemical additives; and •
How to use appropriate technologies. Introductory
chapters explore and explain the basic elements of
cheese: milk, cultures, rennet, salt, tools, and the
cheese cave. The fourteen chapters that follow each
examine a particular class of cheese, from kefir and
paneer to washed-rind and alpine styles, offering
specific recipes and handling advice. The techniques
presented are direct and thorough, fully illustrated
with hand-drawn diagrams and triptych photos that
show the transformation of cheeses in a comparative
and dynamic fashion. The Art of Natural
Cheesemaking is the first cheesemaking book to
take a political stance against Big Dairy and to
criticize both standard industrial and artisanal
cheesemaking practices. It promotes the use of
ethical animal rennet and protests the use of
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laboratory-grown freeze-dried cultures. It also
explores how GMO technology is creeping into our
cheese and the steps we can take to stop it. This
book sounds a clarion call to cheesemakers to adopt
more natural, sustainable practices. It may well
change the way we look at cheese, and how we
make it ourselves.
Paula Deen meets Erma Bombeck in The Pioneer
Woman Cooks, Ree Drummond’s spirited,
homespun cookbook. Drummond colorfully traces
her transition from city life to ranch wife through
recipes, photos, and pithy commentary based on her
popular, award-winning blog, Confessions of a
Pioneer Woman, and whips up delicious, satisfying
meals for cowboys and cowgirls alike made from
simple, widely available ingredients. The Pioneer
Woman Cooks—and with these “Recipes from an
Accidental Country Girl,” she pleases the palate and
tickles the funny bone at the same time.
A resource for those interested in starting a smallscale creamery.
Do you and your family love cheese and do you want
them to enjoy new and different flavours? Have you
considered making your own cheese at home but
aren't sure where to start? This book has all the
answers to help get you going! Millions of us enjoy
cheese, either as a snack or as an alternative to a
dessert after a meal. The range of cheese available
is immense and is expanding all the time, as artisans
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conjure up new and exciting flavours that appeal to
our ever developing taste buds. If you ever thought
that making your own cheese at home was
something that you would like to try, the good news
is that it isn't as hard as you first thought. With this
book, Artisan Cheese Making at Home: The Art of
Making Your Own Handcrafted Cheeses, you could
soon be making delicious, rustic and unique cheese
that you could eat or sell, with chapters that provide
you with: A guide to the basics Equipment you will
need The all-important ingredients 100 total recipes
Some recipes for beginners Recipes for more
advanced cheese making And more... Cheese is a
delicious accompaniment to many other foods and
when you make individual and unique ones, they
become even more so. From basic fromage blanc, to
more complex ones like American style brie, there is
sure to be a cheese that will suit your taste buds and
with Artisan Cheese Making at Home it will be much
easier to succeed. Get a copy and see what you can
achieve!
"The Life of Cheese is the definitive work on
America's artisanal food revolution. Heather
Paxson's engaging stories are as rich, sharp, and
well-grounded as the product she scrutinizes. A must
read for anyone interested in fostering a sustainable
food system." Warren Belasco, author of Meals to
Come: A History of the Future of Food "Heather
Paxson's lucid and engaging book, The Life of
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Cheese, is a gift to anyone interested in exploring
the wonderful and wonderfully complex realities of
artisan cheesemaking in the United States. Paxson
deftly integrates careful considerations of the
importance of sentiment, value and craft to the work
of cheesemakers with vivid stories and lush
descriptions of their farms, cheese plants and
cheese caves. While she beguiles you with the
stories and tastes of cheeses from Vermont,
Wisconsin and California, she also asks you to
envision a post-pastoral ethos in the making. This
ethos reconsiders contemporary beliefs about
America's food commerce and culture, reimagines
our relationship to the natural world, and redefines
how we make, eat, and appreciate food. For cheese
aficionados, food activists, anthropologists and food
scholars alike, reading The Life of Cheese will be a
transformative experience." Amy Trubek, author of
The Taste of Place: A Cultural Journey into Terroir
"Every serious home-scale artisan
cheesemaker--even those just beginning to
experiment--will want this book as their bible to take
them from their first quick mozzarella, to a French
mimolette, and ultimately to designing their own
unique cheeses. This comprehensive and userfriendly guide thoroughly explains the art and
science that allow milk to be transformed into
epicurean masterpieces. Caldwell offers a deep look
at the history, science, culture, and art of making
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artisan cheese on a small scale, and includes
detailed information on equipment and setting up a
home-scale operation. A large part of the book
includes extensive process-based recipes dictating
not only the hard numbers, but also the concepts
behind each style of cheese and everything youwant
to know about affinage (aging), and using oils,
brushes, waxes, infusions, and other creative aging
and flavoring techniques. Mastering Artisan
Cheesemaking will also prove an invaluable
resource for those with, or thinking of starting, a
small-scale creamery. Let Gianaclis Caldwell be your
mentor, guide, and cheering section as you follow
the pathway to a mastery of cheesemaking"-Now in a fully-revised new edition, this book covers
the science and technology underlying
cheesemaking, as practised today in the
manufacture of hard, semi-soft and soft cheeses.
Emphasis is placed on the technology, and the
science and technology are integrated throughout.
Authors also cover research developments likely to
have a commercial impact on cheesemaking in the
foreseeable future within the areas of molecular
genetics, advanced sensor / measurement science,
chemometrics, enzymology and flavour chemistry. In
order to reflect new issues and challenges that have
emerged since publication of the first book, the new
chapters are included on milk handling prior to
cheesemaking; packaging; and major advances in
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the control of the end user properties of cheese
using key manufacturing parameters and variables.
The volume has been structured to flow through the
discrete stages of cheese manufacture in the order
in which they are executed in cheese plants - from
milk process science, through curd process science,
to cheese ripening science and quality assessment.
Overall, the volume provides process technologists,
product development specialists, ingredients
suppliers, research and development scientists and
quality assurance personnel with a complete
reference to cheese technology, set against the
background of its physical, chemical and biological
scientific base.
Learn how to make delicious and exotic cheeses at
home with this simple guide to cheese makingLots of
people think making cheese is hard. They're wrong!
This guide will teach you how you can impress your
friends and family by making your own cheese at
home using only a few simple ingredients. Making
cheese is fun and it also gives you the peace of mind
of knowing exactly what you and your family are
eating. As if that weren't enough, you'll be shocked
at how easy it is to make exquisite, artisan cheeses
for a fraction of the price of buying these same
cheeses at the store. Cheese making is a centuries
old art that is enjoying modern renaissance as home
cooks around the world are discovering how easy
and fun it is to make your own cheese. Let this book
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show you exactly how to make cheese that is tasty
and healthy! In addition to teaching you the basics of
cheese making, this book includes recipes for
making many of the world's most popular cheeses.
Simply follow the step-by-step instructions and by
the end of this book you will be a master cheese
maker of a variety of cheese from around the world.
Learn how to make delicious Italian cheeses like
Ricotta, exotic artisan inspired cheeses like a spicy
jalapeno Gouda, humble American classics like
Monterey Jack, and many more! This delightful,
comprehensive guide to home cheese making is
packed with simple, easy-to-follow instructions for
making amazing cheeses you never thought you
were capable of making on your own. Cooking and
nutrition expert Albert Pino has spent years working
with some of the most passionate artisan cheese
producers, both at home and abroad, learning the
many tricks of the cheese making trade. He has
condensed what he has learned into this simple
cheese making cookbook that anyone can use as
their handbook to start from scratch and create a
diverse range of cheeses. This book covers all you
need to know to make cheese at home including
which milks to use (and which milks not to use!),
starters, cultures, coagulants, bacteria, and of
course complete cheese making recipes! Grab your
copy of How to Make Cheese and start impressing
your friends and family with all of the amazing quality
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cheeses you will be able to create all by yourself
starting today!
DIVHow to Make Your Own Handcrafted
Cheese/divDIVLearn to make cheese from the
masters. Pick up the fundamentals of cheese
making, and then gain behind-the-scenes insight
from 19 interviews with industry experts. This
apprenticeship will teach you to take control of your
ingredients and processes. Your results will be
delicious./divDIVInside:/divDIVÂ· All the basics you
need to get started: ingredients, equipment,
taxonomy, techniques, process, and how it
works/divDIVÂ· 16 illustrated, step-by-step
recipesâ€”for fresh cheese, washed curd, granastyle, blue cheese, and moreâ€”that will build your
skills/divDIVÂ· In-depth interviews on everything
from the microbiology of cheese to making it to
selling itâ€”how cheese works, and how to make it
work for you/divDIVÂ· Tricks of the trade from
experts on mozzarella, Cheddar,ComtÃ©,
Parmigiano Reggiano, Stilton, and more/divDIVÂ·
Tips on selecting, handling, storing, tasting, and
pairing cheese, so it will be presented perfectly
whether your goal is to make it at home, sell it, or
simply enjoy it/div
Best-selling author Ricki Carroll — known around the
world as “the Cheese Queen” — and her daughter,
Sarah Carroll, bring easy cheese making right into
your kitchen with this fun guide for kids and families.
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Step-by-step photos take kids ages 8–12 through the
cheese making process, then teach them how to
make 12 classic favorites, including mozzarella, feta,
ricotta, and cream cheese. A hearty helping of
kitchen chemistry and math along with bits of
international cheese making history add to the
education. A bonus log sheet lets young cheese
makers keep notes just like the pros, while punchout labels and colorful flags will embellish
homemade cheeses and global cheese platters.
Not everyone can keep a cow, but everyone can
make cheese. This book shows you the very basic
equipment needed to make your own cheese: the
ingredients, including different milks, herbs and
flavours; how to make a simple cheese; and how to
produce some of the worlds speciality cheeses such
as Roquefort, Brie and Edam. You will find recipes
for making many cheeses at home. Whether you are
making a cheese cake, a ricotta-based pudding or a
stonking salty blue, this book is a cheese lover s
guide to making their own favourite food and there
are some recipes for the biscuits to go with it, too.
'Calum is the pie king' Jamie Oliver 'If you want to
know how to make a pie, Calum is your go-to man!'
Tom Kerridge Discover the definitive pie bible from
self-confessed pastry deviant, chef and London's
King of Pies, Calum Franklin. Calum knows good
pies and in his debut cookbook, The Pie Room, he
presents a treasure trove of recipes for some of his
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favourite ever pastry dishes. Want to learn how to
create the ultimate sausage roll? Ever wished to
master the humble chicken and mushroom pie? In
this collection of recipes discover the secrets to 80
delicious and achievable pies and sides, both sweet
and savoury including hot pork pies, cheesy
dauphinoise and caramelised onion pie, hot and sour
curried cod pie, the ultimate beef Wellington and
rhubarb and custard tarts. Alongside the recipes
Calum guides you through the techniques and tools
for perfecting your pastry. Within these pages you'll
find details including how to properly line pie tins, or
how to crimp your pastry and decorate your pies so
they look like true show-stoppers. Say hello to your
new foodie obsession and get ready to create your
very own pie masterpiece. 'I'd happily spend eternity
eating chef Calum Franklin's pies.' Grace Dent
Widely acclaimed as “the Cheese Queen,” Ricki
Carroll has guided thousands of home cheese
makers and inspired the burgeoning popularity of
artisanal cheese making with her classic book,
Home Cheese Making, first published in 1982, with
over 400,000 copies in print. The completely
updated fourth edition features 35 new cheese
recipes, color photography of step-by-step
techniques, and new profiles of contemporary
cheese makers. The additions to this comprehensive
volume reflect the broader selection of cheeses
available in specialty food stores and groceries,
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including burrata, stracchino, Brillat-Savarin,
D’Affinois, Cambrales, Drunk Gouda, Pecorino
Pepato, goat milk’s gouda, and more. Companion
recipes are included for cheese plate condiments
and classic cheese dishes. For cheese lovers
wanting to make their own, Ricki Carroll’s expert
advice is the key to success. This publication
conforms to the EPUB Accessibility specification at
WCAG 2.0 Level AA.
A Washington Post bestselling cookbook Become
the favorite family chef with 100 tested, perfected,
and family approved recipes. The healthy cookbook
for every meal of the day: Once upon a time, Jenn
Segal went to culinary school and worked in fancy
restaurants. One marriage and two kids later she
created Once Upon a Chef, the popular blog that
applies her tried and true chef skills with delicious,
fresh, and approachable ingredients for family
friendly meals. With the authority of a professional
chef and the practicality of a busy working mom,
Jenn shares 100 recipes that will up your kitchen
game while surprising you with their ease. • Helpful
tips on topics such as how to season correctly with
salt, how to balance flavors, and how to make the
most of leftovers. • Great recipes for easy weeknight
family dinners kids will love, indulgent desserts, fun
cocktails, exciting appetizers, and more. • Jenn
Segal is the founder of Once Upon a Chef, the
popular blog showcasing easy, family friendly
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recipes from a chef's point of view. Her recipes have
been featured on numerous websites, magazines,
and television programs. Fans of Chrissy Teigen,
Skinnytaste, Pioneer Woman, Oh She Glows,
Magnolia Table, and Smitten Kitchen will love Once
Upon a Chef, the Cookbook. With 100 tested,
perfected, and family approved recipes with helpful
tips and tricks to improve your cooking. • Breakfast
favorites like Maple, Coconut & Blueberry Granola
and Savory Ham & Cheese Waffles • Simple soups,
salads and sandwiches for ideal lunches like the
Fiery Roasted Tomato Soup paired with Smoked
Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese Sandwiches •
Entrées the whole family will love like Buttermilk
Fried Chicken Tenders • Tasty treats for those
casual get togethers like Buttery Cajun Popcorn and
Sweet, Salty & Spicy Pecans • Go to sweets such as
Toffee Almond Sandies and a Classic Chocolate
Lover's Birthday Cake
Expanded and updated second edition of the
Gourmand World Cookbook Awards, 2018, Vegan
Category Winner. Learn the craft of making
authentic, delicious non-dairy cheese from
acknowledged master plant-based cheesemaker
Karen McAthy. Comprehensively updated and
expanded, the second edition of the "plant-based
cheesemaking bible" takes vegan cheesemaking to
a new level. Containing over 150 full color photos
and enhanced step-by-step instructions, coverage
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and new information includes: Eight new
cheesemaking recipes plus dozens more from
beginner to pro New coverage of "mixed method"
fast-firming cultured cheeses Going beyond nuts and
seeds and using legumes for cheesemaking Dairyfree cultured butter, coconut milk yogurt, oat and
cashew milk yogurt, and sour cream Growing plantbased cultures, including rejuvelac, sprouting,
fermentation, kefir, and probiotic capsules Lactic
acid fermentation and how to use it in cheesemaking
Expanded coverage of flavors, aging, rind curing and
smoking, and working with white and blue molds
New recipe section for cooking with dairy-free
cheeses including Coeur a la Creme, Buttermilk
Fried Tempeh and more. The Art of Plant-based
Cheesemaking, Second Edition is a must-have for
aspiring DIY non-dairy cheesemakers, vegans, and
serious foodies alike. The texture, the sharpness, the
taste; you will be proud to serve up your creations.
This contemporary collection of more than 100 recipes
from chef-instructor Mary Karlin covers the range of
wood-fired cooking options available to home cooks.
From flame-licked Plank-Roasted Porterhouse or Grilled
Naan to a hearth-baked Milanese Risotto, Leek, and
Asparagus Tart or Warm Chocolate-Chipotle Cakes,
Karlin's unassuming yet refined kitchen sensibility shines
through in every dish. With a vast knowledge of terrific
ingredients, the diverse flavor characteristics of
hardwoods, and the best live-fire techniques and
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equipment
now available,
Karlin is a passionate
advocate for this growing trend. Her globally inspired
Indian, Italian, Mediterranean, American, and North
African recipes for cooking over live flame and embers
are paired with contributions from Peter Reinhart, Bruce
Aidells, Deborah Madison, and other fired-up chefs.
Whether you're a seasoned barbecue expert or you just
bought your first bag of lump charcoal, Wood-Fired
Cooking will have you stoking appetites in no time.
The Modern Cheesemaker shows you how to make 18
cheeses, from the rich and gooey, to the wonderfully
stinky, and all the cheeseboard favourites – including
simple, fresh cheeses such as mozzarella and ricotta,
working up to salty and versatile halloumi, feta and
paneer, perfect, melting Swiss cheese, through to aged
Cheddar and Brie. Starting from the very basics of the
making process, with a guide to milk types and the
seasonal nature of cheese, The Modern Cheesemaker
will deepen your understanding of this essential
ingredient and its production. The equipment you will
need is thoroughly explained and readily available and
by following the easy-to-use instructions and Morgan
McGlynn’s expert tips, you’ll soon learn how to become
your own artisan cheesemaker. To reap the rewards of
your hard work, there are over 40 recipes for delicious
cheese-based dishes to make, along with flavouring
cheese and suggested accompaniments.
Artisan Cheese Making at HomeTechniques and
Recipes for Mastering World-class CheesesRandom
House Digital, Inc.
How to create artisanal-quality cheeses, butters and
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yogurts.
Here is an easy-to-understand, beautifully illustrated
guide to making cheese. It includes a basic overview of
cheese manufacturing and aging, from the raw
ingredients to the final product, and much more. With
clear instructions, gorgeous photographs, and a
glossary, this comprehensive guide will allow the reader
to learn all about cheese, from making it, to choosing it,
to pairing it with the right wines.
When Simon Majumdar hit forty, he realized there had to
be more to life than his stable but uninspiring desk job.
As he wondered how to escape his career, he
rediscovered a list of goals he had scrawled out years
before, the last of which said: Go everywhere, eat
everything. With that, he had found his mission -- a
yearlong search for the delicious, and curious, and the
curiously delicious, which he names Eat My Globe and
memorably chronicles in these pages. In Majumdar's
world, food is everything. Like every member of his
family, he has a savant's memory for meals, with instant
recall of dishes eaten decades before. Simon's
unstoppable wit and passion for all things edible
(especially those things that once had eyes, and a face,
and a mom and a pop) makes this an armchair traveler's
and foodie's delight -- Majumdar does all the heavy
lifting, eats the heavy foods (and suffers the weighty
consequences), so you don't have to. He jets to thirty
countries in just over twelve months, diving mouth-first
into local cuisines and cultures as different as those of
Japan and Iceland. His journey takes him from China,
where he consumes one of his "Top Ten Worst Eats,"
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stir-fried
rat, to theMary
United
States, where he glories in our
greatest sandwiches: the delectable treasures of Katz's
Delicatessen in Manhattan, BBQ in Kansas and Texas,
the still-rich po' boys of post-Katrina New Orleans. The
meat of the story -- besides the peerless ham in Spain,
the celebrated steaks of Argentina, the best of Münich's
wursts as well as their descendants, the famous hot
dogs of Chicago -- is the friends that Simon makes as he
eats. They are as passionate about food as he is and are
eager to welcome him to their homes and tables, share
their choicest meals, and reveal their local secrets. Also
a poignant memoir, Eat My Globe is a life told through
food and spiced with Majumdar's remembrances of
foods past, including those from his colorful childhood.
(Raised in Northern England, he is the son of a fiery
Welsh nurse and a distinguished Bengali surgeon.) A
captivating look at one man's passion for food, family,
and unique life experiences, Eat My Globe will make you
laugh -- while it makes you hungry. It is sure to satiate
any gastronome obsessed with globetrotting -- for now.
Featuring 40 classic cheeses, including mozzarella,
Cheddar, Stilton, Gouda, Brie and other popular
varieties,this book tells you all you need to know about
how to set up a home dairy. It covers the importance of
foodsafety and hygiene; where and how to source milk;
an accessible overview of the biochemical processes
involved; and essential techniques such as milling,
draining, pressing, salting, rind-washing, introducing
moulds or yeasts, maturing and storing.With over
475photographs and a user-friendly troubleshooting
section, this volume will enable you to develop the skills
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Learn traditional & professional ways of making the finest
cheeses of cow's, goat's, or sheep's milk, using simple
home equipment. Step-by-step instructions are clear and
easy to follow. With over 800 beautiful black-and-white
photos, your cheesemaking questions will be answered.
Book progresses from the milk itself, through all kinds of
renneted & non-renneted cheeses, grouped by each
great cheese family. Learn how to make cheese just the
way you like by varying the acidity, moisture,
temperature, salting, and ripening so cheese can be
strong or mild, hard or soft, mold-ripened or plain.
Instructions range from lactic-coagulated Yogurt, Sour
Cream, and Chevre, through renneted Bandaged
Cheddar, Tomme, Alpine Comte-style, Brie-style, Gouda,
stretched-curd Mozzarella, plus many more. There are
washed-curd cheeses like Havarti and Raclette, whey
cheeses like Ricotta and Mysost, and Scandinavian
cheeses. In addition, ripening & rind treatments from drybrushed to moldy, bloomy to smeared, are described in
easy-to-understand detail. Learn about ingredients,
equipment, and how to make cheese presses. All
measurements in both metric and English. Includes
Frequently Asked Questions, cheesemaking recordkeeping charts, suppliers, further reading, references,
20-page glossary, & 30-page index. Foreword by Ricki
Carroll. PARTIAL CONTENTS INCLUDE: The milk;
supermarket pasteurized milk; proper milk cooling,
handling, safety. Equipment & supplies; home cheese
vat; pressing, building cheese presses. Recognizing
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problem
recipes; rennet;
starter cultures; acidity, pH
meters. Flavor/texture development. Acid-plus-heat
coagulated Ricotta, Pot Cheese, Sweet Feta-style;
Mizithra. Lactic-acid-coagulated Buttermilk; Cottage
Cheese; Sour Cream; Yogurt; Chevre: plain, molded,
ashed; smoked Rygeost/Quark.Soft, fresh, renneted
Feta-style, Cambanzola; Haloumi, Anari; Blue Cheese;
Brie-style.Lightly pressed, renneted Farmer's Cheese;
ripened, reddish Reblochon.Renneting; flocculation;
clean break; texture at cutting. Mesophilic French
Tomme; Bandaged Cheddar. Salting; rind treatments.
Washed-curd Danish Havarti Esrom, Samsoe; Danbo.
Smear ripening. Raclette; Gouda. Brushed rinds.
Thermophilic styles: Kefalotyri, Comte, Emmental. Eyes.
Stretched-curd Mozzarella, Scamorza, Burrata.
Shaping.Whey cheeses: Ricotta, Manouri,
Mysost/Gjetost, Crème Fraîche, Whey Butter, cultured
Butter; Ghee.
Provides twenty-two lessons on cheese, including tasting
plates, cheesemaking, and ordering cheese service.
An expert explains how to make 100 different artisan
cheeses--from ricotta and panir to tripe creme
camembert and blue gouda--in a book that includes 50
full-color photos.
"Celebrating 25 years of artisanal cheesemaking &
cooking from Vermont Butter & Cheese Company."
A guide to the art and science of fermented foods
provides recipes that progress from simple condiments
to more advanced techniques, offering insight into the
history and health benefits of fermentation.
American Farmstead Cheese is the essential resource
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for aspiring
and experienced
cheesemakers. The book is
packed with cheesemaking history, technique, artistry,
and business strategies. Paul Kindstedt explores the rich
traditions of European and early American cheeses and
their influence on today's artisan and farmstead
cheesemakers. Kindstedt combines his love for small
scale cheese production with his scientific expertise to
provide a wealth of practical resources.
In this home cheese making primer, Ricki Carrol
presents basic techniques that will have you whipping up
delicious cheeses of every variety in no time. Step-bystep instructions for farmhouse cheddar, gouda,
mascarpone, and more are accompanied by inspiring
profiles of home cheese makers. With additional tips on
storing, serving, and enjoying your homemade cheeses,
Home Cheese Making provides everything you need to
know to make your favorite cheeses right in your own
kitchen.
"Behind every traditional type of cheese there is a
fascinating story. By examining the role of the
cheesemaker throughout world history and by
understanding a few basic principles of cheese science
and technology, we can see how different cheeses have
been shaped by and tailored to their surrounding
environment, as well as defined by their social and
cultural context. Cheese and Culture endeavors to
advance our appreciation of cheese origins by viewing
human history through the eyes of a cheese scientist.
There is also a larger story to be told, a grand narrative
that binds all cheeses together into a single history that
started with the discovery of cheese making and that is
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This book reconstructs that
9000-year story basedon the often fragmentary
information that we have available. Cheese and Culture
embarks on a journey that begins in the Neolithic Age
and winds its way through the ensuing centuries to the
present. This tour through cheese history intersects with
some ofthe pivotal periods in human prehistory and
ancient, classical, medieval, renaissance, and modern
history that have shaped western civilization, for these
periods also shaped the lives of cheesemakers and the
diverse cheeses that they developed. The bookoffers a
useful lens through which to view our twenty-first century
attitudes toward cheese that we have inherited from our
past, and our attitudes about the food system more
broadly. This refreshingly original book will appeal to
anyone who loves history, food, and especially good
cheese"--Provided by publisher.
Cheese is a sprawling, worldwide industry that has
spawned interest among consumers in exploring fine
cheeses. Now, you too can have your own slice of the
trend. With this informative guide about home cheese
making, you will be able to turn your kitchen into the
perfect cheese laboratory, creating fresh, artisan cheese
with flavor that will surpass that of any commercial
product. With its inspiring, mouth-watering photographs,
Making Artisan Cheese shares the secrets behind
creating fifty types of cheeses, including mozzarella, feta,
Swiss, cheddar, and Stilton. The book charts the best
cheese and wine combinations and also provides you
with information about other foods to pair the cheese
with and how to store your creations to preserve their
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flavor and
freshness.
Cheese Lovers Everywhere will Enjoy the Ease and
Simplicity of this Essential Beginner's Resource for
Cheese Making at Home. Say you love cheese and
anyone within earshot will agree, because from
Ricotta to Havarti and Gouda to Brie, cheese is quite
simply amazing. But when it comes to making your
own, it can be trickier than you'd think to get started.
Lifetime cheese lover Elena Santogade felt this way
when she taught herself about cheese making in her
Brooklyn kitchen more than 10 years ago. As her
hobby gained steam, Elena started running cheese
making classes out of her apartment. Now, a fulltime cheese professional, Elena has dedicated
herself to creating cheese making recipes
specifically with the beginner in mind. Elena's firsthand knowledge of the pitfalls and successes of a
beginner cheese maker has armed her with the tried
and true knowledge you'll find in The Beginners
Guide to Cheese Making. With the easy, step-bystep cheese making recipes specifically designed for
beginners, you'll be making the fresh, tasty cheeses
that you love so much in no time. A brief introduction
to the craft of cheese making offers answers to all of
your cheese uncertainties such as: Goat's milk or
cow's milk? What equipment do I need? Which
cheese to make first? Quick start tutorials offer a
crash course in cheesemaking best practices and
techniques so you develop boast-worthy cheese
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making habits from the very start. Tailored step-bystep make sheets help you track your cheese
making process, ensuring your skills improve with
every cheese you craft. Easy-to-follow instructions
for more than 45 recipes will help you make
everything from soft cheeses to hard, and nut
spreads to your very own ferments. Learning any
new skill can feel tricky at times, but The Beginners
Guide to Cheese Making sets you up for success
early on so you can make the Havarti, Mozzarella,
and Feta you've always dreamed of.
The craft of home cheesemaking is exploding in
popularity. However, most "beginner" books are
essentially loosely organized collections of recipes
which lack a progressive approach to teaching the
fundamentals of this exciting and satisfying
traditional skill. Mastering Basic Cheesemaking
provides a complete hands-on guide to making
cheese and other fermented dairy products from
scratch, geared toward helping the novice
cheesemaker to develop the intuition and abilities to
position them for success, especially in the real
world of the home kitchen. This well-illustrated and
clearly written practical guide assumes no prior
experience on the part of the aspiring cheesemaker.
Topics include: · Tips and secrets for essentials such
as choosing milk and the differences between goat,
cow, and sheep milk · Bonus recipes for exciting
cheeses such as burrata, quick cheddar curds, and
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ghee · Options for choosing cultures, ingredients,
and equipment to make home cheesemaking more
affordable · How to age cheeses simply in any home
refrigerator · Step-by-step encouragement and
insight from a professional, artisan cheesemaker
Whether you are a budding cheesemaker, avid do-ityourselfer, foodie, homesteader, or cheese
professional, this complete course in beginning
cheesemaking from one of North America's foremost
instructors is packed with everything you need to
create delicious, nourishing, and beautiful classic
cheeses and other dairy delights. Gianaclis Caldwell
is the head cheesemaker and co-owner of Pholia
Farm, well-known for its artisan, aged raw-milk
cheeses, and for its educational offerings. She is the
author of Mastering Artisan Cheesemaking, The
Small-Scale Cheese Business, and The Small-Scale
Dairy.
Gourmet restaurateur and vegan food expert Miyoko
Schinner shares her secrets for making homemade
nondairy cheeses that retain all the complexity and
sharpness of their dairy counterparts while
incorporating nutritious nuts and plant-based milks.
Miyoko shows how to tease artisan flavors out of
unique combinations of ingredients, such as
rejuvelac and nondairy yogurt, with minimal effort.
The process of culturing and aging the ingredients
produces delectable vegan cheeses with a range of
consistencies from soft and creamy to firm. For
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readers who want to whip up something quick,
Miyoko provides recipes for almost-instant ricotta
and sliceable cheeses, in addition to a variety of
tangy dairy substitutes, such as vegan sour cream,
creme fraiche, and yogurt. For suggestions on how
to incorporate vegan artisan cheeses into favorite
recipes, Miyoko offers up delectable appetizers,
entrees, and desserts, from caprese salad and
classic mac and cheese to eggplant parmesan and
her own San Francisco cheesecake.
Learn to make cheese in your own kitchen with
simple instructions and easy to follow recipes.
Making cheese at home is one of the joys of a selfsufficient lifestyle, along with gardening, canning,
and raising chickens. Author Janet Hurst is a twentyyear-veteran home cheesemaker, who shows you
how to easily craft your own cheddar, feta, chèvre,
mozzarella, and 50 more cheeses. Included are
profiles of 20 artisan cheesemakers—from Cypress
Grove, Vermont Butter and Cheese, Shelburne
Farms, Does Leap, Pure Luck, and more—and their
favorite recipes.
The author of the popular Nourished Kitchen website
shares 175 recipes based on the "traditional foods"
philosophy of eating that emphasizes nutrient-rich
whole grains, dairy, red meat, organ meats and
fermented foods. Original. 12,000 first printing.
It’s a DIY cook’s dream come true: It’s pizza night,
and you’ve made not only the crust and sauce but
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the mozzarella, too. Or you're whipping up
quesadillas for a snack, using your homemade Triple
Pepper Hack. Or the dinner party's in high gear and
out comes the cheese plate—and yes, you've made
all the cheeses on it. Even better—you made them all
earlier that day. In a cookbook whose results seem
like magic but whose recipes and instructions are
specific, easy-to-follow, and foolproof, Claudia
Lucero shows step by step—with every step
photographed—exactly how to make sixteen fresh
cheeses at home, using easily available ingredients
and tools, in an hour or less. The approach is basic
and based on thousands of years of cheesemaking
wisdom: Heat milk, add coagulant, drain, salt, and
press. Simple variations produce delicious results
across three categories—Creamy and Spreadable,
Firm and Chewy, and Melty and Gooey. And just as
delicious, the author shows the best ways to serve
them, recipes included: Squeaky “Pasta” Primavera,
Mozzarella Kebab Party, and Curry in a Hurry
Lettuce Wraps.
The beloved Instant Pot can be used to do just about
anything: caramelize onions, boil eggs, steam rice . .
. and now, make cheese! Cheesemaking in a
multicooker is not only time- and money-saving, but
the cooker’s accurate and consistent temperatures
make it an ideal tool for the craft. Claudia Lucero,
author of the best-selling One-Hour Cheese,
presents the cheesemaking basics, then covers
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classics such as paneer, ricotta, goat cheese, and
easy cottage cheese before introducing more
sophisticated options like burrata and feta, and even
dairy-free alternatives. For multicookers with a
“Yogurt” function, there are recipes for cultured
dairy products such as buttermilk, ghee, and sour
cream, too.
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